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Place of OOP course in the curricula – course 
syllabus and exam specifics (1)

 Compulsory course for the Computers and Information Technology students, in the 3rd 
semester, after 2 introductory programming courses using C – first OOP course in a 
sequence of at least other 3 courses using OO

 Outline of syllabus:

 Programming paradigms, software life cycle

 Classes and objects

 Inheritance and polymorphism

 Interfaces

 Nested classes and intefaces

 Exceptions and assertions

 Packages

 Input/output in Java

 Collections framework

 Concurrent programming in Java

 Graphical User Interfaces (with AWT and Swing)

Place of OOP course in the curricula – course 
syllabus and exam specifics (2)

 Lectures: 2.5 hours/week (14 weeks in the semester)

 Lab exercises: 2 hours/week

 Lecture attendance in principle compulsory (in practice it is not), lab 
exercises compulsory attendance

 Written exam at the end of the semester, but also grades during lab 
exercises, counting as (at least) 1/3 of the final grade

 A student has 3 possible attempts to pass the exam (has to pay for the 
third attempt – approx. 6 Euro)

 The exam consists of two parts: theory and problem, with equal weight in 
the final grade (on the scale 1 to 10, 5 is minimum to pass)

 Duration of the exam: 3 hours, the student uses at wish the time for the two 
parts of the exam

 In case at least one of the two parts does not obtain the minimum passing 
grade, the whole exam is repeated
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Example of exam requirements

 Theory:
 Parameter passing in Java
 Generic classes and methods
 Accessing inherited members
 Condition synchronization

 Problem:
 Starting from a 'real life' situation, define a class 

hierarchy with 2-3 levels, including use of static 
members, method overloading and overriding, 
identifying cases of polymorphism and 
implementing specific methods. 

Exam results (# and %) in the last 4 academic 
years

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 2011/2012

Students 
enrolled

191 (100 %) 195 (100 %) 178 (100 %) 168 (100 %)

Pass 1st 
attempt

69 (36.1 %) 51 (26.1 %) 40 (22.5 %) 30 (17.8 %)

Pass  2nd 
attempt

22 (11.5 %) 22 (11.3 %) 10 (5.6 %) 33 (19.7 %)

Pass 3rd 
attempt

9 ( 4.7 %) 21 (10.8 %) 32 (18.0 %) 35 (20.8 %)

Total pass 100 (52.3 %) 94 (48.2 %) 82 (46.1 %) 98  (58.3 %)
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Exam results (as chart)
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Comments on the results
 Even after 3 attempts, the passing percentage is lower than 60 %

 Those failing can re-enroll next year(s), some never finish, other 
obtain the credits somewhere else

 The 2010/2011 class has low results also in other courses, seems
to be a characteristic of the class

 There is a shift from year to year toward using 2nd and 3rd attempt 
to obtain higher grades

 Probably there is a tendency toward higher final passing 
percentage, due to a general increase in academic standards

 The average passing grade and a distribution of passing grades can 
be added to extend the analysis
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Exam results (average grades)

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 2011/2012

1st attempt 7.25 7.62 7.02 6.56

2nd attempt 5.74 6.77 5.92 6.73

3rd attempt 5.77 6.04 6.40 6.26

Grand Grand 
AverageAverage

6.776.77 7.077.07 6.656.65 6.516.51

Further comments on results

- It is  not true that the higher numbers of students who 
pass in 2nd or 3rd attempt learn more for better grades

- The most significant differences depend on the generation

- Without having real data, I am inclined to believe that the 
same generation (2009/2010) had the best results in all 
subjects

- The 2009/2010 generation graduated this year, and I 
know about 3 graduates being admitted to master 
programs in a university in The Netherlands and one in 
United Arab Emirates
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Most difficult subjects (1)

 Confusion between compilation and execution: „ When the program is 
executed, the compiler evaluates the parameter list and decides which 
overriden method will be used”

 String is sometimes seen as a primitive type

 Access modifiers: „protected is not recommended”, protected not visible in all 
current package classes, only in subclasses

 Parameter passing: passing reference by value is not correctly interpreted

 Polymorphism is one of the most difficult subjects

 „in overriding we can change the return value type and the number of 
parameters”

 „to access the original method we must use a reference of the superclass 
type”

Most difficult subjects (2)

 throws clause: „shows the exceptions that can be raised in the method”

 sometimes exceptions are associated with a class, not with a method: „to 
use throws in a class, that class must extend Throwable”

 Anonymous inner classes very difficult, perhaps not enough use of GUIs

 Concurrent programming: confusion between mutual exclusion and 
condition synchronization

 Use of condition synchronization outside synchronized code

 Testing of condition with if instead of while:

if (!condition) wait();

mostly in un-synchronized code 
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Conclusions
 OOP is a difficult subject, maybe it must be introduced more gradually (e.g. 

replace second introductory programming course with a 'gentle 
introduction' to OOP) 

 For the 'problem' part of the exam, students tend to learn a sort of solution 
pattern, for 'theory' they do not make the effort to grasp all concepts

 There seems to be a slow increase in the passing percentage, it is not yet 
clear how this will evolve

 Students seem to realize better the need for higher grades and distribute 
their effort accordingly (further analysis necessary, not necessarily true!)

 Possible changes: a) modify the weight of theory part of the exam; b) 
change the type of problem to solve (more difficult to do!)

Thank you!


